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Abstract— We consider the problem of signature sequence
selection for the uplink of CDMA systems with multiple receiver
antennas. We consider the sum capacity, the systemwide MSE,
and the effective total squared correlation as performance metrics
and formulate iterative algorithms that improve these metrics.
The convergence analysis of the algorithms is given and the
numerical evidence that supports the analysis is presented along
with our observations related to the resulting optimum signature
sets.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of wireless services demands that next
generation systems support higher data rates reliably. CDMA
is a promising candidate to meet this challenge. Interference
suppression techniques to improve the performance of single
antenna CDMA systems have been studied extensively [1].
Recent studies indicate that using multiple antennas at the
receiver can further improve the performance by providing
interference suppression not only by exploiting the temporal
structure of the received signal, but also the spatial signal space
dimensions [2]. The potential of using multiple receiver antennas and the design of combined spatial-temporal receivers
that realizes this potential are well understood [3].
Performance of a CDMA system is highly influenced
by the signature sequences of the users. Transmitter based
interference mitigation, termed interference avoidance, has
been investigated recently [4]–[7]. For single antenna systems,
signature sets that maximize the information theoretic sum
capacity of synchronous CDMA systems are identified in [4],
[5]. A number of iterative algorithms that converge to the
global optimum signature sequence sets have been constructed
considering the systemwide MSE, the sum capacity, and the
total squared cross correlation as performance metrics [6]–[9].
Transmitter precoding (shaping) has been studied for various multiuser systems such as multipath CDMA channels [10]
and space division multiple access (SDMA) systems [11] for
scenarios where one symbol per user is transmitted. Iterative
algorithms that find sum capacity maximizing transmitter
covariance matrices, when multiple symbols of each user
are multiplexed, are studied for multiuser MIMO systems
[12]. Reference [13] studies the transmitter precoding problem
for multiuser MIMO systems with system-wide MSE as the
performance metric.
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In this paper, we investigate the problem of selecting the
best possible signature sequence set for a CDMA system
when the (base station) receiver employs multiple antennas.
The presence of multiple receive antennas provides additional
signal space dimensions that potentially improves the performance of the multiple access channel with an intelligent choice
of transmitters. We note that, the transmitter optimization
problem in this case, is far from a straight forward extension
of the single antenna case [4], [5], or the case of multiple antennas with independent fading [14]. Specifically, we consider
the case of given channel realizations. In this case, we have
fixed spatial signatures for users, which we show to amount
to constraining the temporal-spatial signal space from which
the transmitters ought to be selected.
We consider first, the sum capacity and the system-wide
MSE as our performance criteria. We next formulate the signature selection problem as the choice of the set of signatures
that would closely approximate the optimum signature sets
with no channel constraints. We show that such a least squares
fitting approach reduces to the minimization of the effective
total squared correlation. We observe that, in contrast with the
single receive antenna case, the optimization of each of these
objectives, with the constraints introduced by the channel realizations, may result in different optimum signature sequence
sets. For each of these performance criteria, we construct
iterative algorithms that improve the performance at each step
and provide evidence that the corresponding optimum case
is achieved in each case. We also include our observations
regarding the resulting optimum signature sets. It must be
noted that for the CDMA signature sequence selection problem
with multiple receive antennas, three regions of interest for
system load arise. Not surprisingly, when the number of users
is less than the processing gain, orthogonal signature sequence
sets are optimum; and when the number of users is larger
than the product of the processing gain and the number of
antennas, the optimum sequences try to approach WBE sets.
For the intermediate region where the number of users is in
between the two numbers, a region unique to the multiple
receive antenna problem, we observe that signature sequence
space is partitioned between spatially highly correlated users,
that is a known suboptimum solution for the single antenna
case [6], may turn out to be optimum. We provide analytical
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reasoning behind this result by an example of a small system.
We also provide extensive numerical results for convergence
and the performance of the iterative algorithms optimizing the
several criteria considered.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider the uplink of a synchronous K-user DS-CDMA
system with processing gain N . We assume L observations
of the transmitted signal are received resulting from antenna
arrays at the base station, or cooperation of different base
stations, or both. Similar to the notation in [3], the signal
received at the ith antenna is
ri (t) =

K



Pj bj sj (t)hij + ni (t)

(1)

j=1

where Pj , bj and sj (t) are the transmit power, bit and the
signature of user j, respectively, and hij represents the uplink
channel gain of user j to the ith receive antenna. The white
Gaussian noise at the ith receive antenna is denoted as ni (t).
We assume that the
Lsignal of each user is received with unit
total power, i.e., i=1 Pj hij 2 = 1. For clarity of notation,
we denote the joint effect of the transmit power
 and channel
gain of user j to ith receive antenna as aij = Pj hij which
forms a unit norm spatial signature aj = [a1j , a2j , · · · , aLj ]T .
Chip matched filtering the received signal and sampling at the
chip rate, we have the discrete representation of the signal at
the output of receive antenna i as
ri =

K


bj sj aij + ni = SAi b + ni

(2)

j=1

where S = [s1 s2 · · · sK ] is the signature sequence matrix,
Ai = diag{ai1 , ai2 , · · · aiK } is the diagonal gain matrix for
the ith receive antenna, b = [b1 , b2 , · · · , bK ]T is the bit vector
of all users, and ni is the white Gaussian noise with variance
σ 2 at the ith receive antenna. Stacking all the signal vectors
of each antenna, the received signal can be represented in a
vector form:


r
AT1 ST

= Qb + n

AT2 ST

T
ATL ST .

(3)

···
We define the
with Q =
effective signature of user i as the ith column of Q, i.e.,
T

qi = a1i sTi a2i sTi · · · aLi sTi
(4)
III. P ERFORMANCE C RITERIA AND U PDATE M ECHANISMS
Our aim in this section is to formulate the three system
performance criteria to be optimized by selecting the right
signature sequences and develop iterative algorithms that arrive at the solution of each of the optimization problems.
A. System Performance Criteria
Previous work showed that the information theoretic sum
capacity of a system with a given signature matrix Q is [4]
Csum

=

NL

1
λi
log[det(IN L + σ −2 QQ† )] =
( 2 + 1) (5)
2
σ
i=1
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where {λi }’s are the eigenvectors of QQ† . It is important to
note that this formulation assumes known spatial signatures,
that is a given realization of the vector channel state.
The systemwide MSE, similarly, can be represented in terms
of the eigenvalues of QQ† as [13]
= K − N L + σ 2 tr{(QQ† + σ 2 I)−1 }
NL

1
= K − N L + σ2
λ + σ2
i=1 i

MSE

(6)
(7)

The use of multiple receiver antennas avails additional
signal space dimensions subject to the spatial signatures of the
users. The best case scenario is when the channel realizations
of the users do not prevent the joint spatial-temporal signatures to achieve the unconstrained optimum, i.e., orthogonal
signature sequences when the number of users, K, is less
than or equal to N L, and WBE sequences otherwise. It is
conceivable then to try to find the signature sets that are as
close as possible to the unconstrained optimum. In an effort
to do this, we use the least squares fitting approach. The cost
function to be minimized for K ≤ N L is
f (S) = Q† Q − I2 = tr{(QQ† )2 } − K =

NL


λ2i − K (8)

i=1

and, the squared Frobenius norm of the difference between
QQ† and QW BE Q†W BE = NKL I for K > N L:
f (S)

K 2
K2
I = tr{(QQ† )2 } −
(9)
NL
NL
N
L

K2
=
(10)
λ2i −
NL
i=1
= QQ† −

In (8) and (9), tr{(QQ† )2 } represents the total squared correlation of the joint spatial-temporal signature sequences that
will be denoted as ETSC for the sequel. Thus, the least squares
fitting approach reduces to minimization of the ETSC.
The MSE and ETSC are Schur-convex functions of the
eigenvalues of QQ† , and the sum capacity is a Schur-concave
function of the same [15]. Each objective can be improved
if QQ† is updated such that the eigenvalues of the new
QQ† is majorized by the old [15]. For single antenna CDMA
systems, this results in WBE sequences for all three criteria
[8]. On the other hand, in the case of multiple receive antennas,
with the resulting effective signatures in (4), the optimization
of the objectives (5), (7) and (8)/(9) has to be done in the
signal space constrained by the particular channel realization.
Consequently, they are no longer guaranteed to be optimized
by the same set of signatures.
B. Iterative Update Mechanisms
The sum rate in (5) can be expressed as
Csum

=

K

1
log[det(IN L + σ −2
qi q†i )]
2
i=1
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(11)

Step
For

:

Updating signature sequences
k=1:K

Ek (n + 1) = i<k qi (n + 1)qi (n + 1)†

+ i>k qi (n)qi (n)† + σ 2 I
sk (n + 1) = arg max Zk ∗ (n + 1)
†

sk C N ;sk sk =1

qk (n + 1) = Hk sk (n + 1)
End

∗: MSE, sum, or ETSC
TABLE I
I TERATIVE S IGNATURE S EQUENCE U PDATE A LGORITHM

where the effective spatial-temporal signature of user i, qi , is
given in (4). Substituting qi = Hi si with
T

(12)
Hi = ai1 I ai2 I · · · aiL I
in (11), we have
Csum

=

K

1
log[det(IN L + σ −2
Hi si s†i H†i )] (13)
2
i=1

From user k’s perspective sum capacity is expressed in as:
1
= πk + log(1 + s†k H†k E−1
k Hk sk )
2
1
= πk + log(1 + Zk sum )
2

Csum

(14)
(15)

K
where Ek = i=k Hi si s†i H†i + σ 2 IN L is the interference covariance matrix of user k, πk represents the terms independent
of user k, and Zk sum is the term denoting the effect of user k
on the sum capacity.
Similarly, the systemwide MSE can be expressed in terms
of user k’s parameters as follows:


†
−2
†
H
E
H
s
s
k
k
k
k
k
(16)
MSE = γk − σ 2
1 + sk † Hk † Ek −1 Hk sk
= γk − σ 2 Zk MSE

(17)

with Ek defined as before, γk represents the terms independent
of user k, and Zk MSE is the term denoting the effect of user
k on the MSE.
ETSC can be expressed in terms of user k’s parameters as
ETSC

=

K 
K

i=1 j=1

s†i H†i Hj sj 2

= ζk + 2s†k H†k Ek Hk sk = ζk − Zk ETSC

(18)
(19)

with Ek defined as before, and ζk represents the terms
independent of user k, and Zk ETSC is the term denoting the
effect of user k on the ETSC.
Iterative algorithms that improve the sum capacity, the MSE,
and the ETSC at each step can be devised by optimizing the
signature of one user, say user k, sk , at each step. From the
perspective of user k, the performance metric selected can
be improved by choosing sk to maximize Zk sum , Zk MSE or
Zk ETSC . This is accomplished by choosing sk to be the maximum eigenvalued eigenvector of H†k E−1
k Hk for maximizing
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the sum capacity, the maximum generalized eigenvalued eigenvector of Hk † Ek −2 Hk and I + Hk † Ek −1 Hk for minimizing
the systemwide MSE, and the minimum eigenvalued eigenvector of H†k Ek Hk for minimizing the ETSC at each step.
In the case of a single receive antenna, the channel matrices
are identity, and the updates described above for each criterion
are identical. However, this is no longer the case for CDMA
systems with multiple receive antennas. The updates for each
criterion in general result in different sequences at each step,
and there is no longer a guarantee that they will converge
to the same set. In addition, the objective functions given
by (5), (7), and (18) may now have local minima due to
the fact that the joint spatial-temporal signature sequences
are not the eigenvectors of the received signal covariance
matrix, and the signature space of users is constrained by
the spatial structure. Nevertheless, to improve the system
performance of the system, we can devise iterative algorithms
that monotonically improve each of the system performance
criterion by using (15), (17) and (19). In each case we would
maximize the corresponding term, Zk sum , Zk MSE , or Zk ETSC
for each user k and iterate over users. The algorithms iterate
over the users improving the system performance at each step.
The outline of the algorithm is presented in Table I where Zk ∗
should be replaced by one of the Zk sum , Zk MSE , and Zk ETSC
according to the performance criterion chosen. Each algorithm
produces monotonic sequences. In addition, the sum capacity
is upper bounded by the sum rate that would be achievable if
the effective signatures were unconstrained, the MSE is lower
bounded by 0, and ETSC is lower bounded by K. Therefore
each algorithm is convergent.
IV. O BSERVATIONS
In this section, we present our observations related to the
proposed signature sequence updates. The use of multiple
receivers increases the dimension of the signal space, and
introduces a new region of number of users that we need to
examine carefully. When the number of users is larger than the
processing gain N , but less than the product of the processing
gain and the number of antennas N L, the system is overloaded
for the temporal dimensions, but can be underloaded for the
joint spatial-temporal signal space. It has been observed that
both the greedy signature sequence update mechanism, and the
MMSE signature sequence update mechanism proposed in [7]
have suboptimum fixed points. These suboptimum points are
identified as the signature sequences that partition the signal
space into orthogonal subsets. Reference [9] proved that these
suboptima are unstable. While one may be tempted to believe
the same will hold for the multiple antenna case, we observed
that the iterative updates of the proposed algorithms may result
in stable fixed points that are temporally partitioned signature
sequences when the number of users is less than N L and larger
than N . The iterative updates converge to signature sequences
that orthogonally partition the signal space in such a way that
the spatially highly correlated users use orthogonal signatures.
These are the cases when the system is underloaded for the
joint spatial-temporal space and the algorithms in this case try
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Fig. 1. K = 15 user multiple receiver CDMA system with N = 6 and
L = 2, 3. Sum capacity CDF analysis

Fig. 2. K = 15 user multiple receiver CDMA system with N = 6 and
L = 2, 3. MSE CDF analysis

to orthogonalize the joint spatial-temporal signature sequences
of all users. When the number of users is larger than the
dimensions of the available spatial-temporal signature space
then the system is strictly overloaded, and we observe that the
algorithms try to ”approach” the joint spatial-temporal WBE
sequences optimizing the associated cost functions.
To validate our observations, let us consider a 3 user CDMA
system with 2 multiple receivers and a processing gain 2 with
ETSC as the performance metric. ETSC of such a system is

group of users with an arbitrarily low spatial cross correlation
and increases the portion of the joint signal space that is
controllable.

ETSC

=

K 
K

i=1 j=1

=

K
K 

i=1 j=1

s†i H†i Hj sj 2 =

K 
K

i=1 j=1

Pei Pej s†i sj 2 −

K


2
δij
s†i sj 2 (20)

2
(1 − Pej
)

(21)

j=1

δ δ

where δij = a†i aj  and Pej = ijδikjk . Observe that the second
term in (21) does not affect the minimization of ETSC and the
first term in (21) is in the form of ETSC of a 3 user CDMA
system with received powers, {Pej }. Thus, depending on the
effective power values {Pej }, some users may be oversized,
and orthogonal partitioning of the signal space can be optimum
[5]. Thus, even if the actual received powers of the users are
equal, {Pej }s may result in oversized users due to the cross
correlation of spatial signatures, and orthogonal partitioning
of the signature space may be optimum.
We note that as the number of receivers increases, the
probability of a user finding another user with an arbitrarily
low spatial cross correlation is increased. However, for the
orthogonal partitioning of the signature space to be optimum,
the users should share the signatures with a larger group
of users up to L users. Thus, for a CDMA system with
fixed N L, even if the dimensions of joint spatial-temporal
signal space are the same, it is more likely that the system
with larger N has optimum signatures that are orthogonally
partitioned. This is due to the fact that decreasing the number
of receivers increases the probability of a user to find a smaller
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V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, we present numerical results related to the
performance of the proposed algorithms and the observations
we outlined in the previous section. We also compare the
performance of the resulting transmission schemes with, randomly generated WBE signature sequences to investigate the
benefit gained by exploiting the spatial structure of the system,
and the optimum (unconstrained) signature sequences for a
processing gain of N L that forms an upper bound for the
performance.
The simulations are performed for a multiple receiver
CDMA system with a processing gain N = 6. Each user is
equipped with single antenna whereas the common receiver
is equipped with multiple antennas as stated for different
cases. The channels are realizations of a flat fading channel
where all links are independent and identically distributed
complex Gaussian. Perfect power control is assumed. The
received SNR of each user is 7dB. CDF curves for the
sum capacity, systemwide MSE and ETSC of the resulting
signature selection schemes obtained by simulating 10000
channel realizations are presented. We consider a multiple
antenna CDMA system with K = 15 for number of receive
antennas, 2 and 3. It is observed that each system performance
criterion is improved at each iteration, and converges to a
fixed point for each case. Figures 1, 2 and, 3 show the
CDF of the associated performance criterion, and the optimum performance of unconstrained signatures. As number of
receive antennas is increased, better system performance can
be achieved as expected, since each added receive antenna
increases the spatial diversity of the users.
For comparison, a multiple antenna CDMA system using
a randomly generated WBE signature set is evaluated in
terms of sum capacity, MSE and ETSC for a given set of
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Fig. 3. K = 15 user multiple receiver CDMA system with N = 6 and
L = 2, 3. ETSC CDF analysis

Scheme
Temporal WBE
Sum Capacity Update
MSE Update
ETSC Update
Joint WBE Sequences

Sum Capacity
15.2738
16.8059
16.8036
16.7989
17.1479

MSE
5.7265
4.7931
4.7922
4.7991
4.6552

14

16

18

20

Sum Capacity
17.2646
18.8725
18.8689
18.8455
19.3872

MSE
3.8428
2.75
2.7478
2.7736
2.5000

ETSC
21.9786
17.0054
17.0909
16.9983
15

TABLE III
C OMPARISON OF A LGORITHMS FOR L=3

TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF A LGORITHMS FOR L=2

realization of channels for both L = 2 and L = 3. We also
present the evolution of the ETSC in Figure 4. The proposed
algorithms are observed to result in better signature sets than
the randomly generated WBE signature sets. The performance
of the optimum signature sequences with processing gain N L
which is an upper bound for all the three performance criteria
is also evaluated. The comparison of the resulting signature
sets are given in Table II and III.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the problem of signature
sequence selection for a multiple receiver CDMA system.
We considered several performance criteria, namely, the sum
capacity, total MSE, and a least squares fitting approach that
reduces to effective TSC minimization. We investigated the
relationship between the number of receive antennas and the
performance of the system. We observed that the performance
of the system can be enhanced by exploiting the spatial
structure of the system, the resulting structures are not trivial
extensions of the single antenna case, and deserve our continuing attention.
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